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Programme

October 2010
www.telfordhamfest.co.uk

October 13

Society Projects follow-up. (G3JKX, 2E0RAV, G0VXG) See Pg 3

October 20

SWR and Return Loss. Meaning and measurement— G3UKV

October 27

The TDARS Website (600+ hits in Sept)—what’s on it; + Derek’s Soup.

November 3 VHF/HF on the air. Committee Meeting LWVH venue
November 6 G3Z in 144 MHz contest. Op Mike G3JKX. Pse try to work him !
November 10 The TDARS Library to view, and suggest additions, perhaps.
November 13 (Sat.) Club Calls 160m Contest. 8-11pm. G3ZME. A second station? (P3)
November 17 Surplus Equipment Sale. Jim ‘UGL M/C
November 24 Quiz Night—Jim G8UGL presiding.
December 1

Committee Meeting at /A venue (Stafford Park 12) LWVH closed.

December 8

Echolink & Echolink Repeaters: Vaughan M0VRR, our newly
seconded RSGB Regional Manager for the West Midlands

December 15 Annual Christmas Dinner at The Duck at Allscott.
December 22 Mince Pies & Mulled Wine @ HQ. Story telling !
December 25 (Sat.) TDARS nets at 0900 and/or 2100 hrs 144.600MHz +/December 29 On-the-Air and informal evening at LWVH HQ.
January 5 , 2011 G3ZME on Air and Committee Meeting. LWVH
January 12
Club Projects ‘Show and Tell’ evening.
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns contact Ricky M0RKY or Norman G0ASP
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long
as they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed
strictly. That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please
find someone else who can, or don’t borrow it that week! Curator: Ricky M0RKY

Editorial
Another successful Telford HamFest has come and gone, and initial figures point to a
profit similar to last year, which is not exactly world shattering news since numbers through
the door (600+) were just slightly up, and all our costs and charges to visitors & exhibitors
were about the same as in 2009. Derek spoke to every single Trader, and they were almost
universally happy, with a couple saying it was just “fairish”. The usual congestion around the
entrance took place first thing in the morning, as most exhibitors arrive early and like to
unload immediately, which is not always logistically practical, so a few sharp words were
exchanged. Likewise, one outside trader was not quite located where he had expected, and
got very grumpy. He has been promised a special rate in 2011, so that should please him
when the time comes; it’s probably more than he deserves for all the fuss he made.
Slightly more worryingly was the morning dog-bites incident, when Don ‘FHM was at the receiving end of a canine’s nashers. (was he called Brutus ?). I’m pleased to say that Don has
recovered from the double set of flesh wounds, and the owner (an invited Trader) has been
required to meet the police in Shrewsbury this month to sort out how his dog must be muzzled
at all times in public places. We subsequently found out that this dog had already bitten
another Trader at the Wythall Radio Rally in March, and several of us had noticed how
aggressive he seemed to be before the biting incident took place. In fact, Rachel (one of the
Enginuity staff) had already asked for the dog to be quietened earlier that morning, as he
barked at everything in sight from his van cab “cage”. Subsequently, Enginuity have
informed the Society that dogs will not be permitted on-site next year, but it may be a bit
tricky enforcing such a ban for all visitors, some of whom may not even know about our
event and are just visiting Enginuity itself. This will have to be sorted before a new Contract
for 2011 is signed. Even so, Sunday September 4th has been pencilled in at Enginuity for our
thirty-fourth radio rally event, so mark it down in your diaries. A good time can be almost
guaranteed—but no rain, please.
MIV
+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS
INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.
ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
CHAIRMAN: Derek Southey G0EYX
(01785 604904)
VICE-CHAIRMAN: Martyn Vincent
(01952 255416)
SECRETARY: Mike Street G3JKX
(01952 299677)
TREASURER: Jim Wakenell G8UGL
(01952 684173)
CURATOR : Ricky Brown M0RKY
(01952 411793 or 07947 351980)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Martyn Vincent G3UKV
(01952 255416)
PUBLICITY : Dave G0CER
(01630 638699 or 07971 416940, leave msg)
Committee: Richard M1RKH; Simon G0UFE; Chris M0ECM; Eric M0KZB;
Dave G8VZT; Martin 2E0TRO; Rob 2E0RAV;
Trophies/Certs: G3UKV, M1RKH. QSL Manager David M0EMM
Assistant Curator: Norman G0ASP (01952 261575)
Radio Amateur Exams: Latest News: www.tdars.org/html/rainingFoundation.html

QTC? News & Information
As usual at this time of year, we are looking for suitable new Club Projects for the winter
construction months. At a meeting in September, a huge selection of ideas was put forward
(thanks mainly to Rob ‘RAV), and three items surfaced as favourites. A 20+
watt, 50 ohm dummy load (led by Mike G3JKX, and already under way), an
‘intelligent’ battery charger that helps re-chargeable battery cells last longer
(Rob 2E0RAV coordinator) and something called a “’Scope Match Antenna
Analyser” that basically is a simple sampling widget used with an oscilloscope to look at feeder phasing match to an HF antenna. This one is being
led by Richard G0VXG. Some other members have also decided to ‘do
their own thing’ from the wide range of ideas on offer.
As most of you know, TDARS was second in the Mix & Match Section of VHF Field Day in
July. As usual, some points were lost in the process of adjudication, and 6 metres took a bit of a
bashing with almost 13% of points deducted. Relative to 1000 points for the top scorer on each
band and section, we achieved 474 on 6m, 802 on 4m, 1000 on 2m (ie TOP Scorer!) and 654
on the 23cm band. Rochdale Club (G0ROC/P) pipped us to the post this year.
Band by Band results:- 6 metres 8th 106 QSOs, 45950 pts.: 4m 6th 91 QSOs, 30129 pts. :
2metres 1st 278 QSOs, 65993 pts. : 23cm 3rd 56 QSOs 8398 pts. Congrats to all.
Another contest result that came out (rather belatedly) was the 160 metre ‘Club Calls’
which took place last November. We came 21st out of 105 for this contest, using the special
club GX3ZME call. We had 79 QSOs, giving us a score of 1197. Richard ‘VXG passes his
thanks to those who logged and operated. In such a short contest (just 3 hours), it is impractical
to have many operators, but some other clubs have a second and even third station. GX6ZME
could be activated this year (Saturday Nov. 13, 20-2300 hrs) from another location. A minimum
space of about 130 ft length is needed to put up a suitable aerial. Anyone game for this one ?
The final 2010 2 metre local ‘Foxhunt’ took place on a very wet evening in August. A
couple of us found Mike ‘JKX fairly quickly, once again squatting amongst shrubs and trees, this
time in Telford Town Park. I suspect he was secretly making a hemp rope from foliage between
transmissions, ready to swing from tree to tree in any future Direction Finding events.
The ‘Enigma’ video made by Bob M0RJS, with Don’s (M0FHM) assistance at the Telford
HamFest went down well recently. The presenter, Nick Miers, who conducts tours at Bletchley
Park, spoke at an amazing pace, without any visible notes for over an hour. Despite the poor
light in the Enginuity ‘gallery’, our new projector and pull-down screen, with Bob’s editing skills,
made the best of the presentation. The DVD is available for individual TDARS Members to
borrow, but due to our agreement with Nick, should not be copied or publicly screened at all. At
the same meeting, Martin’s (2E0TRO) video of our trip down the R. Severn at Ironbridge on the
Hafren boat with about 24 members and families, was also greatly enjoyed.
It is intended to visit the Code and Cipher Centre in Bletchley Park next year, where
the RSGB’s new National Radio Centre is also being established. Rob recommended this
excellent web site—http://www.colindaylinks.com/bletchley/bletchley1.html—and I can confirm it
really helps you to get a 'broader picture' of the overall Bletchley story, and the photographs are
particularly good. It is in 12 parts, and takes about 20 minutes to read. A really good read thanks Rob. (2E0RAV).
The annual TDARS Christmas meal is once again taking place at the Allscott Inn, north-west
of Telford, renamed The Duck at Allscott. Cost held at last year’s price of £16 per person.
Menus and Booking Form will not be included in the Newsletter this year, but will shortly be
available at the weekly club meetings, or from the TDARS Website. Date: Wed. 15th December

... and inside the box, all
is revealed >>>>>

Telford Hamfest
presentation by Nick
Miers, September
5th—featuring Enigma
coding machine—but
remember, CW (morse)
characters were used
by the WW11 Enigma
operators !
Photos: G8UPF

No-nonsense Guardian of the
Box ….. (Mike, G4NKC) >>>>
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
The G3Z Special Contest Call (SCC) Saga by Martyn G3UKV
As most members know, we have been entering a number of selected contests this year to
try and retain the use of the special contest call G3Z for TDARS after the end of 2010. It was first
issued and used in 2005 when a TDARS expedition to Slieve Croob in N. Ireland was made by
Members in an attempt to win the 50 MHz Trophy which our Society donated to the RSGB some
years previously. A superb effort was made, and we finished 5th overall.
However, the criteria to be awarded ( or continue to hold), a SCC is very anomalous—in fact,
down-right crazy. We have to earn 5 ‘points’ by the end of this year, and each ‘point’ is earned by
being well-placed in the results table of any of 26 specified contests, which range from the
Russian DX contest to the BARTG RTTY contest, plus several RSGB ones. However, to gain
each magic ‘point’, you have to have at least one-third of the number of QSOs (not score) of the
leading station. I wrote to the Chairman of the RSGB Contest Committee (Ed Taylor GW3SQX),
and pointed out that despite being 2nd in the results table for the May 432MHz-240 GHz contest,
we did not qualify for a single ‘point’, as the Northern Lights Contest group, operating from the Is.
of Man, had many more QSOs, as they focused on the lower UHF bands, whereas we scored
best on the microwave bands where activity is far lower. I also pointed out that despite having 292
QSOs in the March BARTG RTTY contest, (thanks to Dave G0CER’s efforts), this was less than a
fifth of the world-wide table leader’s score in QSOs; thus, presumably, no ‘points’ again !
Well fortunately, Ed GW3SQX wrote back and allayed our fears, somewhat. For the microwave contest he said “In the May UHF contest, the scoring is not really amenable to the
QSO interpretation. “, and suggested we used the final scores instead, which gives us a ‘point’.
Then for the RTTY contest, he said “In the BARTG contest, your 292 QSOs are to be

compared with the top G station, MW0CRI, with 768 QSOs, so you again have over
one third” , and comparison with just UK stations in HF contests is all that is required. We also

gained a point in this year’s 50 MHz Trophy contest (thanks Simon et al) - so things are looking
brighter. Paul M0PNN and his brother gave GW3Z a good airing in the September 144MHz & IARU
2metre contest from within Wales (awaiting results, and we may even earn 2 points!), but we still
are short of a point or two, so our entry on 6th November 144MHz Marconi contest ( Mike ‘JKX
using G3Z) is crucial—every QSO will help towards a magic ‘point’.
Finally, Ed wrote “I would guess that you will qualify for your G3Z renewal, and am glad
you are becoming more active with the call. “
(contin >>>>)

When I met Ed at the National RSGB Hamfest at Newark recently, I felt even better, as he explained OfCOM do not have the expertise, time or manpower to scrutinise the applications, so
the applicants’ forms will be forwarded to the RSGB. Meanwhile, another person VERY high
up in that organisation later Informed me that a certain person I spoke to previously would in
fact handle the paperwork. So—work it out for yourself ! ! ! (but we mustn’t be complacent).
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
THANKS to Norman G0ASP, Mike G3JKX, Kevin G8UPF, Rob 2E0RAV, Richard G0VXG,
Bob M0RJS for Newsletter input. Next publication #244 mid December time. Input
always welcome!
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Photo from Richard EA6/G0VXG, relaxing
and operating on 30 metres (spot the
vertical antenna and beach chair) by the sea
in the ‘Sunnier Climes’ of northern Menorca.
During this Autumn’s visit to the sunnier island,
Richard’s SSB signal was consistently up to
S9+ using a dipole from his nearby villa on
14.315 MHz. (14.065MHz CW)

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Wirless Telegraphy Communication—Portland to Gibraltar : March 1907
Extracts from information provided by Norman G0ASP
Portland is located at the southern tip of Dorset, overlooking the English Channel. A Marconi
station was built between 1900 and 1904 by the Coastguard Cottages, for use by the Royal
Navy. A wireless station has been continually active from this area since that time right up
until the 1990s. The path to Gibraltar was highly experimental at that time, and it is believed
that a frequency around 340 metres was used, with a 2 KW tuned spark transmitter. An alternator plus step-up transformer was used to charge up a capacitor, to about 40,000 volts,
which then created the spark. The first receiver was of the ‘coherer’ type, and a sensitive
relay operated a Morse Printer and a ‘Striker’ that tapped the coherer to release the nickel
and silver metal filings, ready for the next morse character to be received. By the time of the
March 1907 Portland to Gibraltar radio contact, the receiver probably used a Fleming diode
valve detector.
Finally the antenna was a fan of vertical wires, 50 metres high, supported on two guyed
wooden lattice towers and fed against ground.
In 2007, the South Dorset Radio Society celebrated this successful link using the call-sign
GB1HPG. [Edit. note: it is not clear if the SDRS tried to re-enact this 1907 contact in 2007]
Typical Early Receiver

We may not have Royalty present
yet at the Tel;ford HamFest, but
Dave Wilson, the RSGB President
is a good substitute—in this
picture he’s passing a bottle of
finest vino to Mark (R/H side) of
Waters and Stanton Co.
Since the 2009 event, all traders
are entered into a free raffle as a
goodwill gesture.
[Photo G8VZT using M0RJS camera!]
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Mike’s Piece (#1)
As you can see, I have not forgotten how to write, as you may have thought, but just had not
a lot to write about. That was until I got myself a new IC7000 rig. Top band to 70cms. Yummy!
I know, I have a K2 for HF, but this little beast has 100W on 6mtrs and also plenty on 2m and
70cms. And really small it is too. Simon GØUFE has one in the cab of his work van and he
can often be heard mobile with it on HF, VHF & GB3TF. It has a video output socket on the
back to hook up as large a video monitor as your heart desires. He has a TFT from Maplins
which has a built-in TV to enjoy something even more boring than a dead band! You don’t
NEED an external monitor, as the screen on the rig is bright enough in the shack, but I can
see that, out in the daylight, one is necessary at times of high sun.
This rig does practically everything except make the tea! There’s a voice and a CW recorder
for CQs on contests and it will also record the Rx output. This means that you can replay
someone’s awful signal back to them (without any of the call-signs of course) There’s also a
built-in Iambic morse keyer circuit and, usefully, connections under the front panel for the
squeeze keyer, as well as the more usual ¼ inch stereo jack at the back. Nice
For me the most useful things are the scanning facilities. On 6m for instance, by setting the
scan from 50.080 to 50.130 MHz I can leave the rig to scan the whole CW section of the band
whilst I get on with some work in the shack. Should some CW signals appear, touching the
key stops the scan and I can then backtrack very quickly to find it. This saves lots of effort
tuning up and down the band. No signals in that direction? Move the beam through 90 degrees and sweep again. I have had many a contact this way. Yes, you could make the scan
stop on receipt of a signal but there’s too many R5 birdies out there I am afraid to use that
mode.
The sporadic E season is now over but there’s lots of other modes left to try. Meteor scatter,
tropospheric propagation etc The IC7000 has a built in RTTY decoder and the usual connections to a computer for PSK31 (Phase Shift Keying 31 Bauds) etc. I am going to have a go
using WSJT as well. (Weak Signal (comms by) K1JT. I am desperate to find out if I can get a
signal off the moon. Should be possible if the moon is just above the horizon.
Yes, the rig has menus to deal with, but you soon get used to them with practice. Oh yes, you
can buy a rig loaded with lots of knobs and few menus, but they are often more than 3 times
the price. No matter what rig you have, getting to know what it will do means essentially using
it with the instruction book in your hands for a time. Often I have said, ‘you can only know
what a rig can do when you find out how to make it do it.’ This is certainly true of the IC7000.

On a different note. Five more candidates passed the Intermediate exam recently. Thanks go to
MØRKY and GØUFE for their assistance. That’s 12 new 2EØs this year. A new I course starts
6th Sep at HQ. There’ll be a weekend F course at my QTH in October/November too.
In conclusion I have to say how disappointed I am that so many members who built the DF
antenna and attenuator have not tried to find me on the 3 occasions I was the fox on 2 mtrs this
year. There’ll be more of these competitions next year. So don’t be shy. Why not go out using
your equipment with someone who knows the ropes? You only need a 2m hand-held with DF
antenna, a compass and a map. With the walking ones TDARS do, you don’t even need the last
two items!
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Review: The RSGB 2011 Yearbook (Also known as the ‘Callbook’)
By Martyn G3UKV

Just before going on to paste in Mike’s second article this Newsletter, I thought I would take
time out to review the latest Yearbook from the RSGB.
I don’t buy one every year—there’s not enough updates in my opinion to justify the cost of a
new one every year. For those bits that get out of date (eg the annual contest calendar, the list
of Club happenings) I rely on the Internet or the grapevine.
However, Kath Wilson (RSGB Regio 3 Rep) who brought the books for the RSGB Bookstand to
our 2010 HamFest, made a point of bringing the latest 2011 Yearbook, even though it wasn’t
officially launched until 4 weeks later ! (she chose the best Rally, of course ….).
It really is a treasure trove of information. So many times I hear people on the air asking about
this, that and the other—when the answers are all in the Yearbook. For example, in its 192
pages of info you can find out about: changes in the QSL bureau, the latest amateur satellites,
lists of beacons and repeaters, who’s who and local representation at the RSGB, callsign prefix
lists, HF & VHF operating awards, Planning advice, the audio-visual library, the various RSGB
services on offer, lists of local radio clubs, the story of the very first amateur radio society
(Derby, founded 1911), AR Direction Finding update etc etc.
My copy always gets well thumbed by the time I purchase the next edition (2013 ?)
In addition, there is a free CD included with the Yearbook. For once, I didn’t just put it on the
shack shelf to look at some time or other ……….. (Do you do that with ‘free’ CDs ?)
but actually fed it to the PC to see what was on it.
Well, first of all I found TDARS Club information on it. A couple of years ago, they put our stuff
in the printed club section, but of course, in fairness to the umpteen other clubs, we weren’t
included in the printed part this time, but are on the CD. They then include useful extracts from
some of their latest Book Shop publishings; these include practical construction methods from
the “Homebrew Cookbook”, more information about “Enigma” (13 pages worth), ‘Stealth & the
double toroidal antenna” (extract from “HF antennas for everyone”), and an extract from the
recent “Microwave know-how” book. (Which I bought previously, but is rather spoilt with very
poor, almost illegible at times, illustrations.)
The rest of the CD, apart from a complete, searchable list of call-signs from the Year Book, is
made up of a wide range of software.
I shall simply list the whole lot here, and leave it to you to find what might be of use to you.
Most of it is probably available on the Internet, but it’s still a useful collection anyway, and all in
one place. Anything you fancy here ?
CW Skimmer (multi layer morse reader)
AA Log (standard logger prog)
DX Lab (suite of operating apps.)
G4GLM Progs. (Am Radio tools)
HRD (Vs 4 and Beta Vers 5)
MMSSTV (slow scan TV)
MMTTY (RTTY software)
MMVARI (RTTY, PSK etc)
MMANA-GAL (antenna analyzer)
Morse Trainer (G4FON—the most common) N1MM (famous contest logger)
SD (super duper logger v. 15.15)
UI-View (APRS program. )
WSJT (famous JoeTaylor data suite)
PDF xchange viewer (allows editing of PDF files)
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Mike’s Piece #2
Having become a 6metre fan during the summer Es season, I have joined the UK 6m Group
(UKSMG) who produce a very interesting magazine. I did not know, for instance, that the
sunspots in the northern half of the sun can be out of sync with the southern half and, if they
are the F layers will not be as good as it could be if they were. Strange. There is also an
article about FLA yagi antennas. Never heard of these? Neither had I. Seems that they have
brilliant forward gain, very few side lobes, small back lobe and good bandwidth. Feed Z is
200ohms, so perfect for a 4:1 balun from 50 ohm coax. See designer GØKSC’s website.
Worth thinking about us building one for the Society for use on VHF NFD & 6m Trophy
contests. Conductive grease for sliding ali tubing joints? See www.vinecom.co.uk (Vine
Antennas)
Had some very good DX at grey line time recently on 10.1MHz.. 5W (Western Samoa) 9M2
West Malaysia and JAs during mid-morning on 7 Mhz. Grey line operating (half an hour both
sides of sunset and sunrise).is sometimes very fruitful, especially on the lower bands;.Heard
VK6 (Western Oz) and UAØ (Far East Russia) only today on 80m CW just at sundown.
Could not raise them for the huge DL pile-up! (Must get my 80m vertical up again!)
On another tack, I was disappointed that more people who had built the 2m DF antenna and
its box of tricks, didn’t turn out to look for me when I was fox three times in our ‘walking’ 2m
DF competitions. Martin G3UKV wins the trophy for finding me 3 times, twice he
was quickest. Go out next time teamed up with someone who knows the ropes.
So pleased that some of our readers are building versions of my dummy load project. You
can of course get a bigger wattage load by having more, larger value, resistors. Someone
has used 40 x 2kohm 2W each in parallel, so he has a 80W 50ohm load. I use 60 x 3kohm
ones. Yes, the resistors will have some inductance but with them all in parallel this will be
small and the thing will be OK right up to 50MHz. Mine is. What do you use a dummy load
for? Well to test a TX without radiating or stick it on the end of a piece of coax you want to use.
Put some power in the other end and check the SWR. Should be 1:1. Better still, measure the
power coming out of the back of your rig, then connect up the piece of coax you intend using
and measure the power at the far end. Subtract one from the other to find the loss. Try this on
different bands to see what happens as you move HF.
How can you measure the power?
Add a diode from the centre of you dummy load socket and solder a 1nf capacitor from the
free end to the tin lid and measure the DC voltage across it.
You will have to add point six or seven of a volt because of the diode’s depletion voltage. But
to calculate the power you will then need to find the peak value of voltage. Multiply the figure
you got, having added the point 6 of a volt, then multiply by 1.414 . This figure is then the V in
the Power formula: P = V2 / R, where R is the 50 ohm impedance of the coax. Simple eh?
So what voltage will you get for 100W. The formula is now V2 = 100 x 50, which is 5000.
To get V, find the square root of 5000 which is 70.7 volts. Dividing this by the same 50 ohms
will provide the current which is flowing; nearly 1.5 amps, so make sure all your connections
and metal joints are 100% (use conductive grease) or you’ll lose power out and signal in on
Rx too. You could mount the diode and capacitor in a plug and use it with a coaxial tee piece
screwed on to the dummy load with the rig power plugged in on the other side of the tee.
That’s it for this time. Oh yes, do make something for the Under A Fiver construction
competition (Feb 2011).
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

